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Dame Trott, Tim and the team wish
you all a twinkly Christmas and
sparkling New Year.
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1
The Christmas season burst onto the stage in a glorious blaze of
bling with the Interior Designer’s panto, Jack and the Blingstalk.
A fabulous festive evening of frivolous fun and fundraising for
William Yeoward’s Screw Cancer charity.

2
I am honoured to be a judge once again for the Boat International Design
Awards 2019, which meant for a busy time at Monaco Yacht Show,
viewing spectacular new builds….but nothing quite matches being part
of a groundbreaking bespoke project. The Gosling team had the pleasure
(& pain!) of designing a carbon ﬁbre furniture collection for Feadship’s
latest 93 metre yacht, the iconic Lady S. The state of the art collection
pushed engineering boundaries, but we are very proud of the end result
and conﬁdent Gosling designer, Phil Sturdy has lived up to his reputation
as Mr Curve!

3
Tim’s love of hidden architectural gems in London is well known and
the opportunity to put his ‘London Secrets’ book into ﬁlm was irresistible.
Launched this month on IGTV, the ﬁrst series focusses on and around
Somerset House, the varnishing room and the York Watergate, where
Tim reveals an exposé of the First Duke of Buckingham.

4
Exhibiting at Focus/19, Chelsea Harbour provided the perfect venue to
showcase Gosling’s range of interiors, furniture, rugs, ﬁreplaces and the
marine collection and to invite industry guests for a series of informal
discussions on interior design conundrums. Thank you Samantha
Todhunter, Sam Turner and Emily Todhunter.

5
Project Chateau continues to be a mix of “plaisir & douleur.” The restoration
requires hours of research into the historical techniques used to ensure the
building is brought back to life in the most authentic way possible whilst
navigating French building regulations.
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